CMD’S RETURN
CMD, the much renowned service provider of the 1990s whose adage was “quality and service”
is back!
This Tuesday, September 15, groupe Wagner launches “CLOUD MANAGED DATA S.A.”, under the
CMD.Solutions label. CMD.Solutions hosts a vast array of IT cloud solutions, which are all
immediately operational and customizable in real time, at any given moment.
CMD’s main shareholders boast more than 20 years of ICT-related experience and pride themselves
on having setup a significant number of companies on the Luxembourg market.
CMD.Solutions offers an exhaustive services package to its client base, from small and medium
sized entities with a staff of 25 down to 2 employee start-up firms.
CMD.Solutions’ “Safe in Luxembourg” label guarantees its clients that all their data are stores in
a highly secured environment, within in the Luxembourg territory. Servicing agreements contracted between CMD and European Data Hub, one of the main Tier IV-type datacenters in the country,
make data storage in a latest technology Tier IV Luxembourg datacenter possible.
CMD.Solutions offers 6 turnkey-style product families, all tailored to meet your specific client
business needs and requirements, regrouped within 3 package types: “Basic”; “Custom-fit”; “VIP”.

CMD.SOLUTIONS’ IT CLOUD SOLUTIONS
HOSTING

CMD.solutions’ new generation virtual machines are based on Microsoft’s latest virtualization
technologies and open exciting new possibilities in both flexibility as well as security.

MAIL

CMD.solutions offers tailor-made solutions which enable to manage your e-mail and your
calendars at any given time, wherever you may be – no matter if you are using a smartphone,
a tablet, a desktop computer or a laptop.

BOX

CMD.solutions’ Expandoo box allows you to access your synchronized data at any time, from
anywhere you may be, and of course, all within a highly secured IT environment. Messages and files
are encrypted before they are to leave your computer and can only be read directly by you and your
selected recipients.

PHONE

Whether you find yourself in the office or on the go, one and the same number enables you to be
reachable anywhere, at any given moment. You can also switch from your office phone to your
mobile phone, thus enabling you to take your conference calls with you on your travels.

Always at the innovation fore front, we chose to partner up with Orange. With its research facilities
found around the world, Orange continues to launch innovative products in order to accompany
your organization on the paths to new information and communication technologies.
CMD.solutions’ one-stop-shop ICT solution is a perfect fit for Orange Luxembourg’s business
approach, enabling to equip our business client base with tailor-made solutions: “Together
with CMD.solutions, we are able to answer their calls for innovative one-number type products,
accessible to all” asserts Jeannot Grethen, Orange Luxembourg’s Business development &
Regulatory affairs Director.

DESKTOP

A virtual desktop infrastructure enables you to securely access your organization’s IT environment
from anywhere and at any given time, on all your terminals.

SERVICES

Our services include design and setting up IT networks, server installation and maintenance,
ensuring your communications’, data and applications’ protection, implementing virtualization
solutions and data archiving. We will assist you every step of the way, from your project’s design
phase all the way to offering operational support services.
CMD.solutions will offer 24/7 assistance, with the aim of becoming the ICT-One-Stop-Shop
reference in both Luxembourg and the surrounding region.
We will make it our goal to manage all ICT-related complexities, thus enabling smaller sized
start-ups or a medium sized company to focus on their business activities.

IE WAGNER-UNTERNEHMENSGRUPPE
With its 80 year experience, Groupe Wagner persistently puts its stock in excellence. Each decade
has seen us enlarging and diversifying our skillset. With the help of our experience and our
innovative spirit, we have become the smart building partner of choice, integrating the latest
information and communication technologies into our daily business environment.
the latest information and communication technologies into our daily business environment.
Over the last 25 years, Groupe Wagner has launched IT companies, with an approach that differs
from that of its market competitors.
•1
 984 saw the group settle down in Luxembourg’s city center, under the name Paul Wagner & fils.
Its aim was to service the markets of central and southern regions.
•	In 1990, CTTL’s launch represented Groupe Wagner’s first IT related mainstay.
• We launched Luxembourg’s first service provider in 1993.
•	2008 marked Groupe Wagner’s decision to build one of the leading Type IV datacenters
in Luxembourg.
All these achievements were, and continue to be made in the name of quality and service.
This is why we are delighted to launch Cloud Managed Data, under the name CMD.Solutions,
offering every product available on the cloud computing market today.

WAGNER IT
Within the Groupe Wagner framework, Cmd.Solutions will join the Wagner IT division
alongside European Data Hub and will incorporate ICT and CTTL business activities.
European Data Hub, a Groupe Wagner subsidiary, operates a state-of-the-art datacenter, offering
close to 5,500 sqm of IT workspace, divided into private areas, each ranging in size of 20 sqm up to
1,000 sqm. What makes this endeavour so original and innovative for Luxembourg is that the facility is an entirely underground Type IV datacenter, hence combining the highest security levels with
the most innovative technologies.
The facility is located close to the Drosbach office space at the “Cloche d’Or” (an area of 65,000 sqm),
and is thus strategically situated, within a short distance from business hubs in Luxembourg’s city
center and Luxembourg-Kirchberg. The urban electricity network powers the computer rooms
using an Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS), in both static and revolving/rotational forms. Auxiliary
power units, each having the capacity of generating 2,500 kVA, will ensure electricity generation in
the event of an electrical power failure. Ventilation, designed both to cool off computer systems and
to guarantee stable humidity levels is provided by several compressive modulus units, each producing 650 kW.
All of these components are set up in two different production lines, each operating independently
from one another and each having the capacity to power the datacentre by itself, were one power
line down due to failure. A control center as well as a guaranteed on-site presence of qualified
specialists 24/7/365 has been set up In order to supervise all of the technological aspects.
The control screens continuously display no less than 150.000 measuring points for the technical
component, and more than 2,500 measuring points for the security component – all of which are
saved and stored in real-time.
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